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Effects of Surface Modification of Nanodiamond Particles for Nucleation Enhancement during Its Film Growth by Microwave Plasma Jet Chemical Vapour Deposition Technique
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The seedings of the substrate with a suspension of nanodiamond particles (NDPs) were widely used as nucleation seeds to enhance the growth of nanostructured diamond films. The formation of agglomerates in the suspension of NDPs, however, may have adverse impact on the initial growth period. Therefore, this paper was aimed at the surface modification of the NDPs to enhance the diamond nucleation for the growth of nanocrystalline diamond films which could be used in photovoltaic applications. Hydrogen plasma, thermal, and surfactant treatment techniques were employed to improve the dispersion characteristics of detonation nanodiamond particles in aqueous media. The seeding of silicon substrate was then carried out with an optimized spin-coating method. The results of both Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and dynamic light scattering measurements demonstrated that plasma treated diamond nanoparticles possessed polar surface functional groups and attained high dispersion in methanol. The nanocrystalline diamond films deposited by microwave plasma jet chemical vapour deposition exhibited extremely fine grain and high smooth surfaces (∼6.4 nm rms) on the whole film. These results indeed open up a prospect of nanocrystalline diamond films in solar cell applications.

1. Introduction

Since chemical vapour deposition (CVD) diamond films possess many outstanding properties of diamond with low dimensional structure, they have increasingly attracted interests in the area of nanomanufacturing including semiconductor, optics, biomedical, and biosensor engineering [1–6]. Also, due to other important features including transparency over a wide spectral range, good thermal stability, and wear resistance, the films have been considered as promising candidates to replace silicon and metal in high performance devices which operate in harsh environments. High quality undoped CVD diamond films with n- and p-type characteristics have been successfully manufactured by the most common techniques including microwave plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (MPECVD) and hot filament chemical vapour deposition (HFCVD) [7–10].

The CVD-deposited diamond film normally consists of diamond grains and grain boundaries containing impurities as well as nondiamond carbon phase. The diamond grains and grain boundaries have significant effects on not only the electrical properties, but also the surface roughness of the diamond films. Obviously, high surface roughness may hinder the performance of the diamond-based devices such as MEMS, biosensor, and p-n junction-based device. In a typical diamond film grown by CVD techniques, the surface roughness is directly related to the diamond nucleation enhancement which is also known as “pretreatment”
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procedure. Till now, the enhancement of the diamond nucleation density for nondiamond substrate can be carried out by various methods including spin-coating with a diamond slurry, plasma precarbonization, scratching with Al₂O₃ or diamond powders, ultrasonication with mixture of nanometal and nanodiamond particles (NDPs), and bias-enhance nucleation. Among these, the method of spin-coating with diamond slurry in air at room temperature is inexpensive, environment friendly, and relatively simple; thus it is appropriate for the growth of large-area diamond film, reduces the production cost, and is suitable for the commercial applications. It should be noted here that the size of particle used for spin-coating procedure also influences roughness of the diamond films, resulting in demand of a highly dispersed aqueous suspension of diamond particles with uniform and ultrafine particle size.

Commercial detonation NDPs with round shape are usually used for nucleation enhancement step in CVD diamond growth [11]. It is well known that the significant impurities from nondiamond carbon and metal existing in postsynthesized carbon soot include NDPs and, however, lead to serious aggregation phenomena of typical ND particles. In this study, we employed various surface modification techniques to improve the dispersion characteristics of NDPs in methanol solution, aiming at the diamond nucleation enhancement step in a typical CVD diamond growth process.

2. Experimental

Detonation diamond nanoparticles having 4–6 nm in mean diameter were purchased from Fact Diamond Company, a famous diamond manufacturing company. The NDPs were first purified by an acid treatment procedure using an acid mixture of HNO₃ : H₂SO₄ : H₂O₂ = 1 : 1 : 3 in glass autoclave at 100°C for 1 h with ultrasonication enhancement. The purified powders were then rinsed in double-distilled water for several times until the disappearance of the dark-yellowish color of the suspension, followed by recovery procedures using centrifuged classification equipment and evaporation in room temperature. The acid-treated diamond nanoparticles are denoted as A-NDPs. The hydrogenation of A-NDPs was carried out using MPECVD system with hydrogen plasma excited at 600 W and 60 Torr of microwave power and working pressure, respectively. Thermal treatment process was conducted on the A-NDPs at 550°C under vacuum ambient for 3 h. Also, in other experiments of A-NDPs with surfactant, 50 mg of diamond particles was dispersed in 40 mL (CH₂)₄O (tetrahydrofuran (THF)) as dispersion media added by 30 wt% oleylamine (OLA). In all examinations of the dispersion of the diamond nanoparticles, the diamond suspension was obtained using 0.75 wt% NDPs in methanol. The as-received suspensions were then employed for the diamond nucleation enhancement using spin-coating technique. In this study, diamond films were deposited onto nucleated silicon substrate having size of 20 × 20 × 1 mm² by microwave plasma jet chemical vapour deposition (MPJ-CVD) system at 35 Torr and with gas mixture of 8% CH₄ : 92% H₂ as precursors. The deposition time was 2 h.

Figure 1: X-ray diffraction patterns for the diamond nanoparticles after different surface modification procedures using harsh acid (A-NDPs), hydrogen plasma (H-NDPs), and thermal (T-NDPs) treatments.

X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with CuKα radiation (λ = 0.1542 nm) was employed to characterize the effect of the hydrogen plasma and thermal treatment procedures on the crystallinity of the NDPs. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to investigate the dispersion of the NDPs in organic solution. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) was conducted with KBr method to analyze the surface functional groups of the as-prepared NDPs. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL JEM-2100F) were used to examine the characteristics of the nanodiamond particles.

3. Results and Discussion

The effects of the harsh acid treatment and surface modification procedures on the structural alteration of NDPs were investigated by X-ray diffraction. Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of the diamond particle samples treated with...
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Figure 3: Size distribution of NDPs after treatment procedures using (a) harsh acid mixture, (b) vacuum annealing, (c) OLA surfactant, and (d) hydrogen plasma.

harsh acid (A-NDPs), hydrogen plasma (H-NDPs), and postannealing procedure (T-NDPs). All spectra show the characteristic peak of the (111) crystalline orientation of the diamond structure ($\Theta = 43.935^\circ$, JCPDS number 89-3441). The diffraction peak of the acid-treated NDPs with high intensity exhibits highly crystalline structure of the diamond particles. The XRD pattern of the A-NDPs also demonstrated that the heavy metal and nondiamond carbon impurities that existed in pristine diamond particle samples, on the whole, were thoroughly removed by the acid treatment procedures. After 1 h of hydrogenation process, the diffraction intensity of diamond peak turned to be weaker and broader due to the graphitization induced by microwave plasma; however, a further analysis to confirm this suggestion is needed. In both A-NDPs and H-NDPs, the crystallite size of the diamond particles was estimated through the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and in qualitative agreement with the characteristics of the commercial diamond nanoparticles synthesized by detonation method which have size range of 5–10 nm. In other words, the hydrogenation used had no remarkable effects on the size of the diamond core structure of the NDPs. The diffraction line of the sample annealed in vacuum ambient for 3 h at 550°C was relatively weak with higher intensity of the noise signals revealing the formed noncubic diamond and impurities component, exhibiting the surface graphitization as well as a harsh oxidization of diamond particles.

Figure 2 shows the FT-IR spectra of the pristine diamond particles and the obtained samples after acid treatment, hydrogenation, and surface modification using OLA solvent as surfactant. The spectra of pristine NDPs exhibited the main features related to C=C (1625 cm$^{-1}$) and O–H stretching vibration (3450 cm$^{-1}$). The apparent peak at 1734 cm$^{-1}$ in the spectra of the samples treated with harsh acid mixture indicates the induced C=O stretching as result of the conversions of original functional groups such as alcohols into carboxylic acids. Also, the apparent C–O–C bending (1105 cm$^{-1}$) reveals the formation of the carbonyl groups on the surface of the NDPs which may have resulted from the ether bonds between NDPs during the acid treatment procedure. This also can be observed in other oxidation processes. The FT-IR spectra of the hydrogenated NDPs show the significant blue shift and weakening of C=C stretching, indicating the hydrogen etching of graphite phase and nondiamond impurities ingredient in the NDPs samples. These results demonstrate that the hydrogenation using microwave plasma contributed to the elimination of hydrophobic surface functional groups such carbonyl and carboxyl. For the A-NDPs modified with OLA solvent, the spectra show the added groups on the surface of diamond particle corresponding to C–O stretching (1180 cm$^{-1}$) and the deformation O–H bending (1630 cm$^{-1}$) which were assigned to the esters, alcohols, and aldehydes.

Figure 3 shows the dispersion characteristics of NDPs samples obtained after different surface modification in aqueous solution at pH 7. The acid-treated NDPs exhibit severe agglomeration with about 300 nm in dimension. After the annealing procedure in vacuum ambient at 550°C, the agglomeration size becomes smaller than 200 nm as over 45% of the particles have measured size range of 140 nm. The NDPs treated with OLA surfactant and hydrogen plasma possess higher dispersion in methanol solution which have wide particle size distribution and are consistent with the aforementioned surface characterization. The existent agglomeration of NDPs in solution may be led by the C–O–C bonding between adjacent particles which was observed in the FT-IR spectra.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the TEM image of the NDPs treated with OLA surfactant and hydrogen plasma, which demonstrates that the prepared samples have highly dispersive property in the methanol solution. Moreover, the hydrogenated nanoparticles seem to have better dispersion while agglomeration can be observed in the OLA treated...
diamond sample. The diamond nanoparticles suspension was further employed in diamond nucleation enhancement step for nanocrystalline diamond films growth using spin-coating technique. The morphology of the as-prepared diamond films is shown in plan-view SEM. As shown in Figure 4(c), the diamond films growth with the nucleation enhancement by H-NDPs suspension exhibits a smooth morphology with very fine grains less than 40 nm in size and without any grain cluster. The films growth from the nucleated substrate using OLA treated suspension possesses coarser diamond grain and higher surface roughness (10.7 nm), as shown in Figure 4(d). These above results confirm the aforementioned trends on the size distribution of the NDPs in methanol.

4. Conclusion

In this study, various surface modification methods for commercial nanodiamond particles have been employed to improve their dispersion in aqueous solution, aiming at high performance diamond nucleation enhancement for nanocrystalline diamond films growth with low surface roughness. The hydrogen plasma was found to significantly improve the dispersive of the NDPs due to the elimination of the contained covalent bonds and hydrophobic functional groups, while OLA could be good surfactant for diamond suspension due to the added hydrophilic surface functional groups. The hydrogenation also had no remarkable effects on the crystalline structure of the diamond particles but contributed to the etching of the existed nondiamond phases. The deposited diamond films with nucleation enhancement using the as-prepared diamond suspension exhibited highly smooth surface whose measured surface roughness was 7 nm below. The achieved results demonstrate an avenue to scale up the production of diamond films for solar cell applications.
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